Opinion: We love people who have opinions. And we support Ken Roth, because we love that. The problem is that their opinions call for silencing a certain portion of the EMU population when it is supremely necessary for those members of the community to be able to speak freely about their beliefs.

As students should be exposed to all sides of this hotly contested issue and be allowed to formulate our own opinions and beliefs based on what we hear. People like Ken Roth give us that opportunity.

The students of today will be the leaders of tomorrow. We will make the decisions that affect the Church, the nation and this university in a matter of years and we should be educated in a way that prepares us for these challenges. Dismissing faculty is a poor method of handling controver-
sy, when it is apparent that there is an issue before us that needs serious attention. And we say to the leaders of our institution, "Don't try it." Free thought and free expression are the crux of a university. We love people who have opinions. Thank you, Ken, for sharing yours and thank you too, Mr. Blosser, for yours. Let the debate go on.

-k.d.d.

The way I see it
"Iamwholam" Changed His Name

Jamie Shaver

Fact: The termometer is dropping, along with the leaves.
Opinion: We'll officially know it's fall when President Bush adds "Jack Frost" to his Evil list.
Fact: So, let's take a look at the state of our nation this morning:
Elvis and the Rolling Stones hold the top two spots on Billboard's list for last week. There's a Bush in the White House, and he wants to go to war with Iraq.
Anthony Hopkins is playing Hannibal Lecter at the box office is located below the IEP house on the EMU campus.

The American Medical Association has called for a ban on the weight loss supplement ephedra because it can cause heart attacks and can even kill strong, healthy people. Energy drinks like Red Bull and Soffle contain "metabol- ic boosters," including ephedra, to intensify ener-
gy, weightloss, and peak performance.
Opinion: This is how it started with Coca-Cola.
Soon they'll take away our Red Bull and label it a "gateway drug."
Fact: 55-year-old Charles Haffey of Lake City, Florida wanted to give himself a new name, but the judge wouldn't let him have his first choice..."God." So, he went through his Bible to find a second choice and came up with "Iamwholam." As for why Iamwholam changed his name, well, he recently turned to Christianity because he doesn't think he could ever keep the Vietnam War, and he wants to make sure people (and to listen), but if you really need to end it, stay on message.

Tips From the Counselor
Getting through a Premarital Divorce

Harvey Yoder

Fact: "Tired of spending Friday nights weeping into their thermal dynamics text-
books, geeks at Brown University used 11,000 watts to rig an 11-story-tall Tetris game in the windows of the school's library. As players moved pieces from across the street via laptop, a hypnosis expert played the game in the windows.

Opinion: That's the kind of spirit we need to round up for Homecoming weekend!"